
Installation and User Manual



SAFETY REQUIREMENT

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

Please keep the user manual carefully before use and keep it safe for referring it at 
later stage.

1. Never leave your child unattended
2. Make sure the baby bed rail is never placed close to an open fire or other strong 
source of heat eg. Electric radiator, gas cooker etc
3. Do not continue to use the bed rail if it is broken, torn or damaged or if any part is 
missing. Use only replacement part suggested by the company/distributor. 
4. Always press the baby bed rail firmly against the matters and leave minimum 230 
mm between it head/foot of the bed
5. Small children may get trapped between the baby bed rail and the mattress, bed 
head or foot bed.
6. The unit is intended for use with single bed only!
7. Never use it in place of a crib
8. The baby bed rail is only ready for use when the folding mechanism is properly 
engaged and has been carefully checked.
9. The thickness of the mattress must be such that there is at least 300 mm gap 
from the top of the mattress to the top of the baby rail. 
10. This product is suitable for the age 0 to 5 years. 

Cleaning:  To clean use soapy water or soft cleaning detergent.
  Do not iron.
  Do not bleach.
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PARTS SUPPLIED
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ASSEMBLING

Warning: Please Turn The Adhesive Surface Of The Cloth Cover Outwards To Avoid 
Loosening Of Cloth Cover Caused By The Baby's Mistake Of Removing The Adhesive 
Buckle 

Step 1. 
Assemble top tubes (Part B) as below figure 

Step 2. 
Connect the top tube through fabric cover as per below figure
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Step 3. 
Connect top tube with folding mechanism (Part A) as figure

Step 4. 
Assemble bottom tubes (Part C) as figure 

Step 5.
Make connected bottom tube through fabric cover and connect tube with folding 
mechanism as figure
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Step 6.
When installing adjacent bed rails on both side, please pay attention to the 
concave-convex fit of the support posts at the two guard rails A1 and A2.

Step 7.  
Finally put the bed rail above the bed board, then parents can fix the two-folding 
mechanism with the screws on the bed board if needed. Press the button to fold the 
bed rail as below figure.
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